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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
~

) .-

ROCHESTER'CAS 6 ELECTRIC CORPORATION ) Docket No. 50-244

(R.E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No. 1) )

NRC STAFF REPLY TO INTERVENOR
STATUS REPORT OF JULY 15, 1983

I. INTRODUCTION

On June 15, 1983, the Licensing Board ordered the parties to confer

with each other regarding further proceedings involving the conversion

of the Ginna provisional operating license to a full-term operating

license and to submit status reports by July 15, 1983, concerning items

enumerated in the Board's order. The Staff, Applicant and Intervenor

submitted status reports. In his July 15 Status Report, Intervenor

Michael Slade made certain allegations and requests. On August 18, 1983,

the Board issued an order treating Intervenor's allegations and requests

as motions and requiring the Applicant and Staff to file answers to the

" motions" and to include any agreements with the Intervenor as to his

requests. The Staff response to the Intervenor's allegations and

requests is set forth below.

II. DISCUSSION ,

A. Intervenor Comments on Staff Meeting Notices
'

Item c. of the Board's- July 15 Order asked the parties f'or

" suggested further procedure covering discovery, prehearing conferences
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and hearing." Order at 2. In comenting on the item, Intervenor alleged

that meetings have been held between Applicant and Staff without giving

Intervenor or others on the " notification list" timely prior notice of

the meetings or subsequent records of the meetings. Intervenor also .-
,

complained that meetings are regularly held in and around Washington, DC

rather than near the site. TheIntervenorrequests(1)copiesofall

notes, transcripts or records of all meetings between Staff and Applicant

which "have not previously been provided as per stipulation between the

parties" and (2) that Applicant and Staff be fined in the amount of

expenses incurred for the attendance at all future meetings by all the

individuals on the " notification lists" who have been aggrieved by the

lack of timely prior notification of Applicant-Staff meetings in the

past. Intervenor Status Report at 2-3.

Meetings held between the Staff and Applicant are controlled by

Staff policy statement. " Domestic License Applications: Open Meetings'

and Statement of NRC Staff Policy," 43 Fed. Reg. 28058 (June 28,1978).

Pursuant to that statement, all meetings conducted by the NRC technical

staff as part of its review of a domestic license or permit application,

including applications for amendments, are generally open to attendance

by all parties or petitioners for leave to intervene in the case. The
,

| meetings are a means to facilitate an exchange of information between
|
'

,

the NRC and applicants and others are permitted to attend as observers.

Exceptions to the general policy on open meetings are made where classi-

fied or proprietary information is to be discussed and summaries of the

unclassified and. nonproprietary portions are distributed to persons *
.

unable to attend. Upon request by a party or petitioner for leave to
,
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intervene, the Staff makes reasonable efforts to give notice of upcoming

meetings; however, "the need for a prompt meeting may make it impossible j

or impracticable to notify all parties and petitioners." _I d . Meetings |

are primarily h, eld in the Washington, D.C. area so as to facilitate -

attendance of necessary Staff personnel while minimizing the cost to NRC

for Staff attendance at such meetings and rinimizing the disruption of

other Staff work.

Intervenor complains that he and other; have not received timely

notices of Ginna meetings. The Staff has endeavored to provide advance

notice of all meetings to individuals on the technical service list,

including Intervenor. The imperatives of timely and efficient regulatory

action, however, often necessitate that meetings be convened on

relatively short notice. It does appear that on at least two occasions,

due to the need for prompt consideration of a licensing matter affecting

restart of the facility, timely notice of meetings was not provided to

Intervenor. See Affidavit of George F. Dick, Jr. (attached) at 2. There

may have been some delay in the notices being placed in the NRC's internal

mail system for mailing due to competing priorities as to mailings for a

particular day. M.at3. Because the Staff recognizes the Intervenor's

need to be timely apprised of meetings, in the future, the Staff will use

its best efforts to notify Intervenor, where possible, one week before a

,
scheduled meeting and, as a courtesy, to contact him (by telephone,

mailgram, telegram or other expedited means) when meeting dates and

arrangements are such that advance notice is impractical. M.1I In any
*

.

-1/ During the conference call held between the parties on S'eptember 7,
1983, Intervenor contended that only 10 days advance not' ice of
meetings would suffice. During a telephone call.on September 13,
1983, Staff counsel proposed the one week notification period;
however, Mr. Slade stated that "best efforts" was " unacceptable."
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event, with the exception of a few instances, Intervenor has been provided

timely notice of all Applicant and Staff meetings, as far as Staff has

been able to determine, and the Staff will continue to provide timely

notice of. any s,uch future meetings in the manner indicated above. -

Intervenor thus has no valid basis to complain in this regard.

Intervenor further alleges that a stipulation exists between all

parties which provides that copies of all Ginna related correspondence

will be distributed to him. Intervenor Status Report at 2. Whether or

not the Staff is bound by a " stipulation,"2_/ in accordance with NRC policy,

copies of all NRC generated documents on the Ginna docket have been

mailed to Intervenor Slade at his last known address, and to others on

the technical service list, since 1973. According to NRC records, prior

to his July 15 status report, Mr. Slade had only contacted the Staff once

about not receiving technical-related correspondence. Apparently,

sometime later, Mr. Slade moved but failed to supply the NRC with his

forwarding address. When Mr. Slade notified the NRC of his new address

in August 1979, the service list was revised and NRC mailings have been

sent to his current address. In addition, in accordance with the 1978

policy statement, the Staff has prepared and distributed to Intervenor,

and others on the technical service list, meeting sumaries, the only

NRC records of the substance of the meetings. Dick Affidavit at 3.

.

-2/ The Staff has been unable to locate any stipulation to which the
Staff was a party in its files. During the September 7 conference
call, Mr. Slade could not recall the particulars of the stipulation.
Staff files do indicate that a verbal agreement between Intervenor
and previous counsel for Applicant provides that Applicant will sind
Intervenor copies of all Applicant correspondence with N.RC's Division
of Licensing. See Prehearing Conference, dated March 12., 1974, Tr. 35.

- . .__ _ _
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Thus, there are no records of these meetings which have not been previously

provided to the Intervenor and others on the service list.

A copy of all the publicly available NRC generated documents are

available. for inspection and copying in the NRC Public Document Room. .-

10 CFR Q 2.790(a). Staff counsel has also been infomed by the NRC LPDR

Staff that copies of documents on the Ginna docket (including meeting

notices and summaries, amendments, NUREGs, licensee correspondence, ACRS

hearing transcripts and meeting summaries, etc.), are located in the

Local Public Document Room (LPDR) at the Rochester Public Library,

115 South Avenue, Rochester, NY 14627. Thus, all documents on the Ginna

docket (other than those containing proprietary or otherwise protected

information) have been made available to Intervenor either through

direct mailing to Intervenor or through placement in the LPDR.

Intervenor also requests that monetary sanctions be imposed due to

the occurrence of Applicant-Staff meetings for which Intervenor and others

allegedly received no advance notice. There is no justification for the

imposition of such a' sanction against either Staff or Applicant. Since,

under NRC regulations, the Staff may confer privately with any party,

including the Applicant, Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. (Montague Nuclear

Power Station, Units 1 and 2, LBP-75-19,1 NRC 436 (1975); 10 CFR

6 2.102(a), any failure to give timely advance notice of Staff-Applicant

. meetings does not constitute a failure to fulfill any legal responsibility

anddoesnotprovideabasisforsanctions.E'

~3/ In any event, the limited instances ;n which timely Ginna meeting'
notices may not have been received are exceptions to the normal
circumstances, were.. inadvertent and unintentional and are not cause
for the imposition of' sanctions.

.
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In addition, in the opinion of the Staff, the Intervenor's claim
,

.

for monetary-sanctions against the Applicant and the Staff is a veiled

request for financial assistance. Because the Commission lacks the
.

legal authority, to provide financial assistance to intervenors, this
-

request cannot be granted. Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (North
fCoastNuclearPlant, Unit 1),LBP-80-15,11NRC765,767(1980); see

46 Fed. Reg. 13681 (February 24,1981);PublicLaw97-377,Section512(f)

(December 21,1982).S/ It is also doubtful that the Board has authority

under 10 CFR 9 2.718 to impose any monetary sanction. See Metropolitan

: Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit No.1), CLI-82-31,
1

16 NRC 1236,1238 (1982) (licensing board had no jurisdiction to impose

civil or monetary penalties sua sponte under 10 CFR S 2.718).

To summarize, because the Intervenor has been on distribution and

has received all records of meetings on Ginna, the information is
,

publicly.available to others on the " notification list" at the LPDR
>

and the Intervenor's grievance does not warrant the imposition of a;

i
monetary sanction against either Staff or Applicant, nor is the Board

i

authorized to order such, the Intervenor's request for meeting records

and reimbursement of costs incurred to attend future meetings should be

denied.

I
. . 4/ In Public Law 97-377, Section 512(f), the Congress, in providing the

NRC with continuing appropriations, barred the agency from spending'

money on activities not authorized in the previous appropriations
act. The previous act prohibited the NRC from providing financial
assistance to intervenors. See Public Law 97-88, Section 502
(December 4,1981). ,

"

!
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B. Intervenor Comments on Renoticing

Item e. of the Board's June 15, 1983 Order asked for the parties'

positions on renoticing an opportunity for intervention and hearing

on the application for conversion of the Ginna provisional operating -

license. Intervenor suggests that such a notice is necessary and should

include: (1) a history of the plant's operation, (2) a sumary of all

formal and informal contentions about the plant, (3) a list of all

exceptions from NRC standards granted to the facility, (4) an itemization

of all present NRC requirements not in existence when the original

application was filed, and (5) a certification from Staff and Applicant

that the Local Public Document hoom collection is complete and a listing

of all documents on f11e.

The Staff maintains that there is no statutory requirement that the

conversion of the Ginna provisional operating license be renoticed and

it need not be renoticed as a matter of discretion. See NRC Staff

Response to June 15, 1983 Order Requesting Further Status Report, dated

July 15, 1983, at 4-12. If, however, the Board decides to renotice

the conversion, there is no legal requirement that such detailed and

voluminous material be included in a Federal Register notice. Courts

have held that notices are adequate if they reasonably apprise the public

of the subject matter of the proceeding and the agency action that is

,
proposed, and reference publicly available documents which provide the

technical basis for the proposed action. _Id. at 7. A notice which

fairly describes the proposed action and informs the public as to where

to obtain additional information on the application is sufficient. "

Intervenor has wholly fai. led to provide any basis for includi,ng in any
_

.
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additional notice the' detailed and voluminous material he has cited.

Indeed, inclusion of the information sought by Intervenor could make the

notice con. fusing. Accordingly, in the event the Board decides to

renotice, Intervenor's request that detailed technical infomation be

included should be denied.

With regard to the specific infomation cited by Intervenor, the

Staff: notes that the information in items (1), (3) and (4) which

Intervenor seeks to have included in the notice-is summarized in

publicly available NRC documents. As the Staff has previously explained,

the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) has supported the review of the

conversion of the Ginna provisional operating license to a full-term

operating license. See NRC Response to Order Requesting Status Reports,

dated May 30, 1980, at 1-2. The Integrated Plant Safety Assessment

Report (IPSAR) (NUREG-0821), dated December 1982, and the IPSAR

Supplement No.1, dated August 1983, document the Staff evaluation of the

facility's degree of compliance with current licensing requirements and

any needed backfitting. The IPSAR and IPSAR Supplement, the Final

Environmental Statement, dated December 1973, and the June 1983 environ-

mental evaluation, and the upcoming Safety Evaluation Report related to the

conversion'of the Ginna provisional operating license contain the information

Intervenor seeks to include in any renotice. In addition, many of these

.. . documents reference publicly available NUREGs that contain detailed

infomation on the Ginna steam generator failures. Accordingly, if a

further notice is deemed necessary, it would be sufficient to reference
~

these documents in the notice.

Also, suggested iteir (2), a summary of all formal and in' formal
,

contentions, should not be included in the notice. It would be sufficient

- - _ - - - ____ ___ __ . . -_
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for the public to be notified as to environmental and safety issues

which will be consider.ed in this proceeding by describing in any renotice

the proposed action and by referencing the pertinent publicly available

documents.. The,re is absolutely no basis for inc.luding in a notice of -

proposed action a list of every contention raised or allegation made

against a facility.

Suggested item (5), the request that the notice include a

certification from Staff and Applicant that the LPDR is complete and a

list of all the documents in the LPDR, should also be rejected. NRC

regulations provide only that NRC records be made available for inspec-

tion and copying in the Public Document Room in Washington, D.C. 10 CFR

%2.790(a). LPDRs have been established by the NRC as a courtesy to

local residents. Originally, LPDRs were voluntarily maintained by local
,

libraries, however, over the past two years they have been maintained

under contract with the NRC. As stated earlier, the Ginna LPDR, as well

as the PDR in Washington, D.C., contain all publicly available documents on

the Ginna docket. The LPDR collection includes an unofficial listing of

Ginna documents taken from the chronological sheets of the NRC Central

Files Room and a cumulative computer accession list of all the documents

dating from September 1978 (the date the computerized document control

systembegan).E Because this information is available locally and

--

-5/ The Staff cannot certify that the LPDR collection is complete on
-any given day. However, Staff counsel has been informed that the
NRC LPDR Staff recently completed an annual visit to the Ginna LPDR
and the collection appeared to be in order. If Mr. Slade or any

,

member of the'public discovers that a document is missing, they miy
call toll free (800) 638-8081 and a replacement copy will be sent.

*
*
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because these lists are voluminous, it would be unnecessary, expensive

and overly burdensome to reproduce a list of documents in the LPDR in

a Federal Register notice.

To s.ummari,ze, suggested items 1-5 should not be included in any .-

renoticing of the proposal to convert the Ginna provisional operating

license to a full-term license. The notice would be adequate if it

references publicly available documents which provide the technical

basis of the conversion of the Ginna license. Any requirement that such

detailed and voluminous information requested by Intervenor be included

in any additional Federal Register notice is unnecessary, would be

inefficient and would unduly burden, complicate and confuse any such notice.

III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Staff believes the Intervenor's

requests for meeting records, sanctions, and the inclusion of five items
|

j in a renoticing of the opportunity for intervention should be denied.

! Respectfully submitted,

Mitzi A. Young
Counsel for NRC Staff

' Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 15th day of September, 1983
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